
One of the highest quality luxury holiday villa rental in a prime location in Ibiza. Our property provides 
with a wealth of choice whether you are looking for family vacation, a peaceful retreat or a fun 

experience with friends. The perfect backdrop to create unforgettable experiences...

VILLA  MARK    -   KM4



Located few kilometers from the airport and VIP beaches of the island such as Blue Marlin and 
Yemanja. Only few km from Ibiza and the Old Town. The Gaudi inspired villa is located at Km 4 in 
the direction of San Josep, an elegant 700m2 property with a panoramic view of the sea and the 
nature of Ibiza. It surrounded by a beautiful and sunny garden, a large swimming pool in front of 
the sea and everything you need to enjoy every single moment on the island as a relaxing area 
and chill out, an outdoor dining room, a terrace, and a meditation corner and a huge club.



The biggest pool in Ibiza surrounded by lush gardens

The villa is surrounded by 3 hectares of lush Mediterranean gardens where fruit trees and colorful 
bougainvilleas grow. Each of the outdoor areas of the house are ideal for different moments and times 
of the day. The magnificent infinity pool, the biggest on the island, blends with the sea and the view of 
Salinas and Formentera island.











The Main Suite

The main suite is an individual construction of 300 squared meters 
located on the top of the hill, with one of the most beautiful views 
of the island. Just beside there is a separate massage room.

In front of the two  houses there is an infinity “Olympic” pool at 
the back of the yard, probably one of the biggest in Ibiza. The views 
of the pool collide with the famous Salinas and Formentera island.



Where tradition meets contemporary

The "Payesa" house is a 200 year-old traditional “casa payesa” but refurbished with state-of-the-art 
features. The house embodies a clever mix between contemporary architecture and traditional 
insular constructions. 

The main house is home to:

A fully-equipped kitchen

A spacious living-room with the ultimate technology

5 rooms, three of them en-suite

4 outdoor living areas with amazing views:

The Moroccan living room

A long table that sits up to 12 people under the grenade 
tree

A kichenette table for 6 people

The main round table that sits up to 14 people.



The villa has a large and bright living room and dining room. A fully equipped kitchen to accommodate and 
organize big lunches or dinners during your holidays. One of the few houses to presents 4 large suites with 
bath and 2 double rooms with a shared bathroom.






